Let G be a compact Lie group. Then Borel-Segal-Quillen-Hsiang localization theorems are known for any G-space X where X is any compact Hausdorff space or a paracompact Hausdorff space of finite cohomology dimension. The Conner conjecture proved by Oliver and its various generalizations by Skjelbred are also known for only these two classes of spaces. In this paper we extend all of these results for the equivariant category of all finitistic G-spaces. For the case when G = Zp or G = T (torus) some of these results were already proved by Bredon.
1. Introduction. The Borel-Segal-Quillen-Hsiang [10] , [12] localization theorem states: Let X be a paracompact (always assumed Hausdorff) space and G a compact Lie group acting continuously on X with finitely many orbit types. Let X be of finite cohomological dimension over a coefficient ring A. Let S G H*(BG, A) be a multiplicative system. Then the localized restriction homomorphism S ~ xHq(X, A) -* S~xHq(Xs, A) is an isomorphism. The Conner conjecture as proved by Ohver [11] states: Let X be a paracompact space and G a compact Lie group acting continuously on X with finitely many orbit types. Let A = Z,Zpor Q and assume that X is of finite cohomology dimension over A. Then if X is A-acyclic then so is X/ G. Both of the above results hold when X is compact Hausdorff even without the condition on number of orbit types and on the cohomology dimension of X. However, for paracompact spaces both of these conditions have been consistently and conveniently taken, not only in the above theorems and the results proved before them [7] , but also in obtaining the generalized Conner conjecture as formulated and proved by Skjelbred [14] . In all these cases one can easily see that the condition on number of orbit types is needed. But the condition on the cohomology dimension of X is not really needed except of course in the methods of proofs. Also it should be noted that the condition on the cohomology dimension of X is not, in contrast to the condition on number of orbit types, a condition on the transformation group (G, X). It depends on the coefficient ring. Naturally, therefore, one would like to substitute some condition on the transformation group, preferably a weaker one, in place of cohomology dimension of X to achieve the same results. The objective of this paper is to prove all of the above-mentioned theorems by substituting the 'Swan' condition [4, p. 133], as has been already done by Bredon [4, Chapters HI, VII] in proving several Smith-type theorems for Z^-actions and rr-actions. A paracompact space satisfying the Swan condition is called finitistic. Bredon assumed that both X and X/ T are finitistic. But now it has been proved [8] that when X is finitistic and G is a compact Lie group acting on X then the orbit space X/ G is also finitistic. Since the class of finitistic spaces includes the class of compact Hausdorff spaces and the class of all paracompact spaces of finite covering dimension (= cohomological dimension over Z), our results [Theorems 2.2, 3.3, 4.3, 4.4, and Corollary 4.5] not only extend the localization theorem, Conner conjecture and Skjelbred's generalized Conner conjecture, but also unify the methods of proofs given for the class of compact spaces and paracompact spaces of finite cohomological dimensions. We do not know whether or not a paracompact space of finite cohomological dimension over Z is finitistic, yet our results are quite satisfactory and tend to support the point of view adopted by Bredon [4, Chapters III and VII] that the equivariant category of finitistic spaces is the appropriate category for the cohomological study of fixed point sets and orbit spaces. The localization theorem for finitisic spaces has been proved in §2 and the Conner conjecture and generalized Conner conjecture for finitistic spaces have been done in § §3 and 4.
2. Localization theorem. Let G denote a compact Lie group and A = Zp, or Q be the ground ring for the cohomology to be used. In this section we shall work with sheaf cohomology with supports in the family of all closed sets. For paracompact spaces this cohomology agrees with the Cech cohomology with coefficients in arbitrary sheaf [9, p. 228] . H*(X, A) will denote the cohomology of X with coefficients in the constant sheaf A and will be abbreviated as H*(X) unless explicitly mentioned otherwise. Let Ec -> BG denote the universal G-bundle and let X X EG denote the G-space with diagonal action where X is any paracompact G-space. The equivariant projection on the first factor induces the continuous map </>: XG -» X/G with fiber over x' G X/G homeomorphic to BG . Here Gx is the isotropy group of x G X, u: X -> X/G is the orbit map, and u(x) = x'. The equivariant projection on the second factor induces the associated principal unbundle it: Xg -» BG with lasa fiber. Then H*(XG), denoted by H^(X), is called Then one can easily prove Proposition 2.1. Let X be a G-space and S any multiplicative system in R = H*(BG). Then:
(i) XG G Xs G Xs Ví e S and each of these subsets is a closed invariant subset of X consisting of complete orbit types.
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(ii) If there is only a finite number of orbit types in X then Xs = Xs for some s G S.
Since the inclusion map Xs g X is equivariant, the restriction homomorphism Hg(X) -* #g(^S) is an Ä-homomorphism. Therefore, the localized restriction S~xH^(X)-> S~XHG:(XS) is also an R-homomorphism. The following is our localization: Theorem 2.2. Let X be a finitistic space and G a compact Lie group acting on X. Suppose S is a multiplicative system in R = H*(BG) and s G S. Then the localized restriction S ~ XHG'(X) -> S ~ XHG(XS) is an isomorphism. Furthermore, if the number of orbit types in X is finite then the localized restriction homomorphism S ~ XHG(X) -* S~XHG(XS) is also an isomorphism.
First of all we have Remark. Each element of positive degree in the cohomology algebra H*(Y, &) of a finitistic space Y is nilpotent. Of course, the sheaf <$, is understood to be with a given pairing.
The above remark is not valid if the space X is not finitistic; for example, take X to be the classifying space of a circle. Next let us consider a continuous map/from a space Itoa finitistic space Y. Then the Leray spectral sequence of /, in which E{q » H"( Y, %q(f)) where %q(f) is the Leray sheaf of the map /, converges to Hp+q(X). Suppose F is the decreasing filtration of H*(X) such that F"/Fp+X » Epq and let s G FX(H*(X)) c H*(X). Then we have the following Lemma 2.4. There exists a positive integer n0 such that s"° = 0 G H*(X).
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that s G FX(H"(X)). For, Ex(®n>0 H"(X)) = ®n>0 FX(H"(X)) means s = sx + s2 + ■ ■ ■ +sr where each s¡ G Fx(Hn'(X)) and therefore if a power of each s¡ vanishes in H*(X) then a suitable power of i will also vanish in H*(X). Now since A is a field we can assume that s can be written uniquely as S = *1ji-1 + S2,n-2 + ' * ' +Sn.O where s¡"_¡ G E¡£~', i = 1, . . ., n. However, since E'£~' is a subquotient of E2'n~' oe H'(Y, %"~'(f)) we can assume that s¡"_¡ is represented by a¡"_¡ G H'(Y, %*(f)) for each i. Recall that the cup product in the E2 term agrees with the cup product in H*(Y, %*(f)) and the cup product in the E^ term is induced by that of the E2 term and is also compatible with the cup product in the cohomology of H*(X) (cf. [2, p. 143] ). Since Y is finitistic a power of a¡"_¡ say k¡, vanishes in H*(Y, %*(f)).
Therefore (aln_x + ■ ■ ■ +an.0)k'"'k" vanishes and this means a suitable power of s vanishes in H*(X).
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let us consider the Leray spectral sequence of the map <b: XG -^ X/G. Then the Leray spectral sequence of the map <i> is such that E{" » HP(X/G, %"($)) and there is a decreasing filtration Fp of H*(XG) such that Fp/Fp+X « E™ Vp, q > 0. Also, it follows from the continuity [12, p. 552] of //¿-theory that the stalk of the Leray sheaf %q(4>) at the point x' = u(x) G X/G is isomorphic to Hq(BG ). First we prove our theorem for the case Xs = <j>. Since X is finitistic X/G is also finitistic. Now Xs = <b means 5 is mapped to zero in H*(BG) -> H*(BC ) Vx G X. Therefore s is mapped to zero in each stalk of the Leray sheaf %*(<p). Hence 5 is mapped to zero in E2* = H°(X/G, %*(<b)) and consequently in £¿* . Since the sequence 0 -* FX(H*(X)) -* F°(HG(X)) = H*(XG) -> E°x* -> 0 is exact we find that tt*(s) G Fx(Hg:(X)) where tt: Xg^> Bg is the bundle map. Since X/G is finitistic, it follows from Lemma 2.4 that some positive power of tt*(s) vanishes in H*(XG), i.e., S~XH*(XG) = 0. Now to prove the general case, it is sufficient in view of the exact sequence of the pair (X, Xs) for //¿-theory, to show that S " XH£(X, Xs) = 0. For this it is enough to show that for each a G H^(X, Xs) there is an s' G S such that s' ■ a = 0. Now if BG denotes the Â>skeleton of Bc and XG = tt~x(Bg), then we know that the restriction homomorphism H*(X¿+X) -> H*(XG) is an isomorphism in degrees less than k and, therefore, we may assume that a G H"(XG, (X')c) = H"(Xk, (X°)G n Xk) for k > n. Now since XG is paracompact Hausdorff and the nbds of (XS)G n XG in XG of the form { VG n XG\ V is an invariant nbd of Xs} are cofinal, it follows from the continuity of //¿-cohomology [12, p. The last part of the theorem follows from Proposition 2.1. Q.E.D. Remark. A special case of our Theorem 2.2, viz., when G = Zp or T and the coefficients are taken in the field Zp or Q, respectively, and when the multiphcative License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use system S was taken to be S = {1, Z, Z2, . . . , t", . . . } was observed by Bredon in [5, §2] . In that case Xs = F (the fixed set) and j*: H*(XG) -» H*(FG) is an isomorphism in high degrees [4, p. 374] and, consequently, Kery* and Cokery* both vanish in high degrees. Therefore S~XR 0R H£(X) -» S ~XR 0R //¿(F) is an isomorphism. Since localizing at S is equivalent to tensoring by S~XR over R, we find that S ~XH^(X) -* S _1//¿(F) is an isomorphism.
3. Conner conjecture for finitistic spaces. Our proof of the Conner conjecture for finitistic spaces will be partly based upon the following result, whose proof is given in [14]. Theorem 3.1. Let G be a connected simple Lie group and X any paracompact G-space. Then there is a finite G-CW-complex Z on which G acts without fixed points and there is a spectral sequence with Ex = C*cXX(Z/G, %*(X/Gc)) converging to H*(SX) 0 H*(X/(G)).
Here c denotes a cell of Z/G, and for each c, Gc is a proper closed subgroup of G. Similarly for reduced cohomology there is a spectral sequence Êx = C*eXX(Z/G, %*(X/GC)) converging to H*(SX) 0 H*(X/G).
The coefficients in the above theorem are arbitrary. The proof of the theorem uses the existence of spheres of Floyd and Hsiang and the Conner conjecture for finite G-CW-complexes and the usual Borel construction for getting the spectral sequence. We shall also use the following (ibid.). H'(X/G, Zp)->H'(X/P, Zp) is the obvious homomorphism induced by projection, then p* ° 77* is multiplication by \G/P\ which is relatively prime top, and so this is an isomorphism. Since H*(X/P, Zp) = 0 we find that X/G is Z^-acyclic. Remark. It is interesting to note that the methods of proofs given by Ohver [11] for the above result when X is of finite cohomological dimension over A do not extend to the case when X is finitistic. However, his result for finite CW-complexes has been obviously the basis for our extension for finitistic spaces. This at once yields Corollary 4.5. Let X be a finitistic space on which a compact Lie group G acts with finitely many orbit types and let f be an equivariant self-map of X. Let k be any prime field. Then each eigenvalue of the induced homomorphism on H*(X/ G, k) is an eigenvalue of the induced homomorphism on H*(X, k) provided dim^ H*(X, k) < oo.
